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Greetings once again from Ndlovu Fencing, South

Africa's newest, but thanks to all of you, now no longer
smallest distributor of electric fencing.

Following on the wet season we have experienced,
weather experts predicted a very cold winter. For once
they were right: as I write this newsletter, snow is
delaying traffic on the N3 and it is cold enough tofreeze
the bulls off a brass monkey.

Before accusing me of unsavoury language, please

turn to the end of this newsletter for the full origin of this
perfectly acceptable Anglo Saxon idiom.

TERMINOLOGY CONFUSION
The point I am trying to make is that without an understanding of the origin of words or a definition,
there can sometimes be confusion and rnisunderstanding. A case in point that is concerning us is a
tendency for customers to equate STAFIX and GALLAGHER brand numbering because of the similar
suffixes and prefixes in the terms that these two top qualiry manufacturers use to describe their
products. We appreciate the reason for this confusion and ask you to bear with us as we attempt to
explain why:

STAFIX B12
STAFIX 86
STAFIX B1.5

does not =
does not =
does not:

Gal 81200
Gal 8600
Gal 150

Both companies use the same prefixes M or B to denote mains or battery model, followed by a number
which gives the Joule rating. The big difference is that the STAFIX number denotes output energy,
while the Gallagher number denotes stored energy.

It is not the purpose of this newsletter to argue the pros and cons of either but merely to clear a
misconception that has arisen as a result of the similar terms which in actual fact have very different
meaning. The conception that one is comparing like with like is erroneous. For instance, the STAFIX
812 has been seen as expensive when compared with 'corresponding' opposition products. Quite
simply, there is no coresponding opposition product. In fact, when comparing apples with apples the
pricing of STAFIX energisers is highly competitive. (See back page of STAFIX colour brochure for
full energiser specifications.)

ORDER NUMBERS
I would like to make an urgent request. When placing an order, please give us an order number. This
will avoid future misunderstandings and possibly unnecessary recriminations. We in tun, if necessary,
will fax you an acknowledgment of your order and keep you updated as to its progress.



DELIVERIES
Again, just to clarifu, the transporter acts as the agent of the purchaser, so please let us know , when
placing an order, who exactly your choice of transporter is.

PRICE INCREASE
Regrettably, it was bound to happen: as expected the Rand/Dollar exchange rate has taken its toll.
Enclosed herewith is your latest price list, effective 1 August. Not, we are pieased to say, all bad news
and increases have, even in the worst areas, been contained to under 12.5%

PRODUCT INFORMATION
SAMSON STRAINERS. While these are proving very popular on the high veld, coastal dealers have
expressed reservations about the product. I am therefore pleased to announce that we will soon be
launching a hot-dipped galvatized version - 'Atlas' - strong enough to support the world.

STAFIX BATTERY ENERGISERS. It seems we need to clarifl' the flashing sequences on these:
o When in the 'off position, and being connected to the battery.

First sequence of flashes checks the system.
Then I ,2 or 3 red lights coming on denotes the model
Next sequence of flashes will give you the strength of the battery. The first three red lights denote
nine and a half volts, and each green light thereafter, half a volt each.
Note where the flashes reach, then tote up the battery's strength.

. When switched 'on' the flashing lights denote 1000 volts each. So the first 3 red lights are 3000
volts and each green light a 1000 volts thereafter.

Bi POLAR / CYCLIC WAVE ENERGISERS. These unique features of the STAFIX mains powered
enersiser range are causing a lot of debate. A full explanations of the term Bi Polar is given in the
STAFIX booklet accompanying every energiser. Until I have had more experience under local
conditions I am, at this stage, avoiding being drawn into the BiPolar debate. Suffice it to say that it is
the only mains powered energiser to have this feature. The cyclic wave feature of both the main and
battery powered energisers is certainly proving itself in the field.

The silent pulsing of the STAFIX range is also a feature many dealers have remarked on. Yes they are
very silent. You can also use them to brighten up your Christmas tree!

Following on the shows and exhibitions attended in conjunction with a number of dealers, our sales
have been most gratiffing and we could soon run into a temporary stock embarrassment. We thank you
most sincerely for your support and are pleased to announce that our first large sea freight order is due
to arrive fairly soon.

Kind regards

L
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Cold enough tofreeze the balls of a brass monkey - In olden day warships of the line, the magazine housing the ships gun
powder and spare cannon balls was situated deep down in the hull, below the water line. To bring powder and cannon ialls
to the gunners, brass trolleys, called monkeys were pushed along by young boys, small enough to iqueeze along the nzurow
passages leading to the magazines. As the trolleys (monkeys) were made of brass, they had a different coefficient of
expansion to the iron cannon balls. In very cold weather, the stacked cannon balls were known to suddenly roll offthe trolley
which had contracted suffrciently to make its load unstable. Hence the term. Very proper and not at all rude!


